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Little Acorns

Outside
Little Acorns Outside is located in the beautiful walled garden at 
Corsehill. Designed and built in the 1830's alongside Corsehill House 
(demolished in 1960) the gardens and adjacent mature woodland 
provide an ideal exploration ground for the children.  

Little Acorns Outside follows a  simple rhythm including free play, 
organic snack and ring time with story. The session leaders will also 
gently introduce some simple games and activities focusing upon 
seasonal themes. The various activities will help your child develop a 
greater understanding and a deeper respect for the natural world.

The children will love the chance to actively engage with their senses 
from the textures of bark to the colours of the flowers and songs of the 
birds. As they become familiar with Corsehill, and grow in confidence, 
they will be happy to wander and play, thriving on the freedom of 
imaginative play. 

Ayr town centre

Alloway

In many respects outside play is the easiest 
entertainment for parents to provide their children: 
no toys to buy; no storing; no tidying up. The natural 
world provides all the creative stimulation and 
resources required to have fun and learn. 

What to wear
It is important that you and your child are prepared for 
whatever the weather throws at you. Please ensure you are 
both in layers of warm and waterproof clothing. Fleece-lined or 
padded all-in-one suits prevent cold drafts from spoiling the 
fun. In the summer please wear long sleeves and trousers to 
provide extra protection from both scratches and the sun. And 
don't forget a hat for cold or sun.

What else to bring
Most weeks we will be tending our garden patch so bring along 
a small fork or trowel to help out.
You may also want to bring along some food for a shared picnic 
and a flask of something hot to keep the chill off (even in the 
summer!).

Rain or shine, 
we'll be out 

But if the weather's extreme, 
we'll give you a shout!

 (by text and email)



Little Acorns

Outside
What will your little one find to explore? 
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Corsehill Park & Gardens, 
Racecourse View,
Ayr,
KA7 2TX

Meet here

07533243823
07751814940
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